
Year 13

Drama



Drama and Theatre studies:

For those of you who are going into University to study Drama and theatre the following will be relevant for you (Or if you 
just want to improve your knowledge)

Practitioners are of a big influence in the work you will study at University, you have already studied: Stanislavski, Brecht, 
Berkoff, Artaud, Frantic Assembly, Punch Drunk but there are many more who have influenced the arts

– Jaques LeCoq, has his own theatre and University in Paris and has had a huge influence on comedy and the movement of 
the body- most notably the 7 stages of tension- this would be an excellent starting point, you could create research into 
his work much like you would have at college to create yourself a foundation understanding of who he is.

– Augusto Boal, we touched upon his work but he has done absolute wonders in Southern America in the political system 
and his use of theatre in the community has had a ripple effect across the world.

– Political theatre is also something that has great links to Brecht and modern practitioners regularly use this as a starting 
point, just creating research into famous political plays will give you a good grounding for studying this at University-
Marat Sade by Peter Weiss is a good play to look at, some of Brecht’s other work, One for the Road by Harold Pinter is a 
really good short play as well as his Mountain Language, Sarah Kane is a modern playwright her style is called In Yer Face 
theatre, she is extreme in her writing so don’t read if your having a vulnerable day- Blasted and 4.48 psychosis are two 
good examples.



Production side of Drama:

Some of you will be studying the production side of Drama at University or Art and the following may be useful to 
you:

- Mask work- research but also you could have a go at making some of your own. Masks date back to Greek 
Theatre with a range of emotions and also a mouth hole, but you could look at Trestle masks- which have no 
mouth hole and the actors don’t speak, you also have masks for Commedia which are mainly half masks and 
have a range of more unusual facial expressions.

- Special effects make up- you could research into the history of special effects onstage- from the use of pigs 
blood sachets to the more modern ribbons, latex and lighting.

- Lighting- you could also research the different types of lantern that are used within theatres as many of you 
will have the opportunity to get on the cat walk and set the lighting rig at University.

- Set designs- seeing as you all created great plans for your staging of Antigone, if you wanted to you could 
create miniature set designs in shoe boxes for Antigone- if you do then please send pictures!



Performances to watch at 

home:

– Digital Theatre have many recordings of plays on their website from £9.99  a month or £7.99 per 

show https://www.digitaltheatre.com/consumer

– The National Theatre website has a lot of information about the history of theatre and its 

productions, but also a number of videos from backstage and cast/design teams that you can watch 

and gain a lot from https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/ They are also doing Free screenings of 

plays every Thursday on Youtube at 7pm Starting from 2nd April

– Globe Player TV is also streaming performances recorded at Shakespeare’s Globe for free 

https://globeplayer.tv/

– Drama Online Library also have several plays to watch as well as information about practitioners etc. 

https://www.dramaonlinelibrary.com/
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